
STA250/MTH342: Statistis Review problems from probabilityThe urriulum for this statistis lass assumes students are familiar with linear algebra, vetoralulus, and the material from a alulus-based probability lass. The problems on this pageare typial of the kind of alulations we will enounter throughut the ourse. You should seehow many of them you an do without help. Your probability text will ontain the materialneeded to do them; solutions are given on the bak of this page. Common distributions' pdfsand pmfs (Po(�), Ge(p), et.) are available on the ourse PDF page.1. Find the mean �n, variane �2n, and exat distribution (name and parameters)of Sn =Pni=1Xi if fXig are iid with the:a) Po(�) b) Ge(p) ) Ex(�) d) No(�; �2) e) NB(�; p) f) Ga(�; �)distributions.2. Find E[sin(U)℄ for U � Un(0; �).3. If X � Ga(�; �), �nd E[Xp℄ for every p 2 R.4. What is meant by the sum of the in�nite series 1+x+x2+x3+ � � �? What isthe sum (in terms of x)? How would you show that your answer is orret?5. Find the sum of the �nite series (4=5)3 + (4=5)4 + (4=5)5 + � � �+ (4=5)20.6. What is the sum of the series 1 + x + x22! + x33! + � � �? For whih x does itonverge?7. If X � Po(�) and Y � Ge(p) are independent, �nd P[X � Y ℄.8. If X; Y iid� No(�; �2), are (X � Y ) and (X + Y ) independent?9. Find the logarithm of a bd exp(x) . Simplify.10. Find (a) limn!1(1� 2=n2)n2 and (b) limn!1(a + b n2)=( n+ d n2).11. Sketh the triangle in the plain whose verties are at (0; 0), (0; 1) and (1; 0).Find the integral of f(x; y) = x + xy over that triangle.12. Find the integral of f(x; y) = e�(x2+y2) over the �rst quadrant in the plane(Hint: Use polar oordinates).
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Solutions1. Means n�, nq=p, n=�, n�, n�q=p, n�=�; varianes n�, nq=p2, n=�2, n�2, n�q=p2, n�=�2;distns Po(n�), NB(n; p), Ga(n; �), No(n�; n�2), NB(n�; p), Ga(n�; �).2. E sin(U) = 1� R �0 sin(x) dx = �1� os(x)jx=�x=0 = 2� .3. ���(�) R10 xp x��1e��x dx = ���(�)��p�� R10 yp+��1 e�y dy = �(�+p)�(�)�p if p > ��,1 if p � ��.4. Call the partial sum of this Geometri Series Sn = 1+ x+ x2 + x3 + � � �+ xn; the in�niteseries is de�ned to be the limit S = limn!1 Sn. It's easy to show that the �nite sum isSn = (1 � xn+1)=(1 � x), if x 6= 1, or Sn = n, if x = 1 (verify by multiplying both sidesby (1� x) and anelling the \telesoping series"), so the in�nite sum is S = limn!1(1�xn+1)=(1 � x) = 1=(1 � x) if jxj < 1. The limit is in�nite for x � 1 and unde�ned forx � �1. The way to remember it is: First term inluded, minus �rst term omitted, dividedby one minus the ratio. This is a good one to memorize.5. By the reipe above, it's �(4=5)3 � (4=5)21� =(1� 4=5) = 2:56� 0:04611686 = 2:513883.6. The exponential series 1 + x+ x22! + x33! + � � � = ex onverges for all real numbers x.7. P[X � Y ℄ = P1k=0 P[X = k; Y � k℄ = P10 �kk! e�� qk = e�q�� = e��p, where q � 1� p.8. (X�Y ) and (X+Y ) have means 0 and 2� respetively, eah with variane 2�2. Sine theyare jointly normal and have zero ovariane (sine E[X2�Y 2℄ = 0), they are independent.9. log a+  log b� log d� x.10. limm!1(1+ x=m)m = ex for any (real or omplex) x; in (a) we have x = �2 and m = n2,so the limit is e�2. For (b), either l'Hôspital's rule or dividing numerator and denominatorby n2 will lead to the same limit, b=d, if d 6= 0. Limit is �1 if d = 0,  6= 0, and �b= > 0;0 if b = 0 and  6= 0; and unde�ned if  = d = 0. Did you get them all?11. The double integral an be set up in either of two ways, integrating �rst with respet to xor to y. If we hoose to integrate over horizontal lines (�rst dx, then dy) we �nd that foreah 0 � y � 1 the range of x in the triangle is 0 � x � 1� y, soZZ� f(x; y)dx dy = Z 10 �Z 1�y0 (x+ xy) dx� dy = Z 10 h(1 + y)(1� y)2=2i dy = 5=24If instead we hoose to integrate over vertial lines (�rst dy, then dx) we �nd that for eah0 � x � 1 the range of y in the triangle is 0 � y � 1� x, soZZ� f(x; y)dy dx = Z 10 �Z 1�x0 (x+ xy) dy� dx = Z 10 hx(1� x) + x(1� x)2=2i dx = 5=24:12. Swith to polar oordinates, then hange variables from r to t � r2:1 1ZZ0 0 e�(x2+y2) dx dy = Z �=20 Z 10 e�r2r dr d� = (1=2)(�=2) = �=4:


